Apple Power Bar and Charging Station
Power Bar is the Apple MFi-certified, multi-device wireless-charger and 10,000mAh power bank. Charge
up to four gadgets simultaneously, at home or on the go. 30W USB-C output for MacBook, iPad, or any
USB device. Features two universal 7.5W wireless fast-charging spots for iPhone and AirPods and a
dedicated Apple Watch charger.
Retail: $149.99

Contact Us for Pricing

White Marble

Black Marble

Wireless Charging Stone
Einova Charging Stone combines the sleek minimalist style of genuine natural stone or marble with fast
10W universal Qi-certified wireless charging. Featuring easy alignment and Eggtronic's patented Wireless
Charging Technology, it's the fastest, safest and most energy efficient wireless charger on the market.
Designed and precision engineered in Italy.
Retail: $69.99
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Sirius 65W Apple Bundle
Sirius 65W with Eco Voltas technology achieves
the smallest size, the highest power density, and
the greatest efficiency in a fully universal AC/ DC
converter. The USB Type-C PD output ensures
universal compatibility and allows it to be used
with any USB and USB-C devices, including
laptops, smartphones, action cameras, drones,
Bluetooth speakers, and more. Includes: Sirius
65W Universal Laptop Adapter, USB-C to USB-C
cable (6ft) and USB-C to Lightning cable (3ft)
Retail: $89.99

Universal Ultra Fast Power Bank
All the power you need in one incredible 63W
high-capacity universal backup battery. Recharge
up to three devices simultaneously with
20,000mAh and 63W power. The smart USB-C
output maintains the highest delivery up to 45W,
ensuring laptops receive maximum, steady power.
USB-A Quick Charge and USB-A standard ports
charge everything else. USB-C cable included.
Retail: $69.99
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Powerplay Incentives works with proven and emerging brands to bring
innovative and exciting products to the incentive market. Our goal is to bring
you an assortment of unique, diverse products that motivate and bring out the
best in your clients.

Contact Us!

